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Sarah Lord, Secret Passage, 18X24 in, Pigmentation on Cork

ABOUT
MIAMI ART GROUP GALLERY
Miami Art Group Gallery, located in the Miami Design District, is one of the finest
art resources available to the interior design trade. With a forward thinking business
model and uniquely different ideas, MAGG is unlike any other in comparison. Dustin
Benge leads a cohesive team of diverse and talented art consultants ready to assist
with corporate, residential or hospitality projects. MAGG becomes an extension of
architectural and design firms when offering their clients art planning services early
in the design process. It also values the client-designer relationship, preserving the
existing philosophy and design themes of the project all the way to follow-through
with a satisfactory delivery and installation. MAGG proudly brings excitement along
with extensive experience to each project.

“...Dustin Benge...has an eye for artwork in many different style media that adds a special look to his collection...
I highly recommend a trip to this gallery to open up your senses to a more sophisticated style in artwork.”
-Bob Biederman, President, Bob Biederman Interior Design, Miami

“It is very difficult to find a vendor that is both service oriented and diverse. I have found all of this and more at Miami
Art Group Gallery... I have had the pleasure of working with this company and have had a very positive experience.”
-Michael Saruski, President, Saruski Design Studio, Miami

R

ESIDENTIAL
DIVISION
PERSONAL. INVITING. MIAMI ART GROUP GALLERY
knows that purchasing artwork for a client’s home
is personal. MAGG art consultants often present
the artwork to a client at their home, resulting in a
more confident purchasing decision. MAGG also
maintains a 2,000 sq. ft. gallery showroom available
for viewing artwork.
MAGG art consultants offer an extensive range
of fine art by established artists for clients who are
looking towards art as an investment. Collectors
have a passion for art and want to own and display
it appropriately. MAGG art consultants can inform
clients of current art trends and assist with making
the appropriate purchase decision.
MAGG’s residential art specialists provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Midblock Miami Loft Installation, photo: Simon Hare
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Consultation
Site Evaluation
Budget Formulation
Art Selection
Framing, Lighting, and Display Design
Commissioning of Artwork
Delivery
Installation

C

ORPORATE
DIVISION

CORPORATE IMAGE. SALES, PROFITABILITY, PUBLIC
perception and brand identification each affect
every aspect of a business. Customer satisfaction,
employee motivation and performance are all
influenced.
The artwork within a corporate environment must
identify and promote the company’s goals while
providing enjoyable and meaningful décor and
aesthetics.
Corporate art selection is a complex skill -- one that
the ownership of Miami Art Group Gallery has developed through more than a decade of service.
MAGG’s experienced consultants will make your
project and corporate environment a resounding
success with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation
Site Evaluation
Budget Formulation
Concept Development
Art Selection
Framing, Lighting, and Display
Custom Commission of Art
Delivery
Installation

Whether redecorating a single office or implementing a multi-office domestic or international corporate art program, MAGG consultants will work within
established budgets and time frames to achieve
goals and improve image and perception by employees and public alike.

Xenos/Singer Wealth Management Installation, Miami
photo courtesy of Miami Art Group Gallery

H

OSPITALITY
DIVISION

MOOD. ATMOSPHERE. TONE. STYLE. CUSTOMERS SEARCH FOR THESE ELEMENTS
when selecting a hotel, restaurant, or resort. Artwork influences perception of the
locale and often dictates whether customers will return.
Fine art for hospitality must be expertly selected to inspire the preferred mood
and ambience. The professional consultants in MAGG’s Hospitality division are
adept at achieving the harmony or excitement that makes each location unique
while weighing and balancing the appropriateness of media for the environment,
durability, ease of maintenance, and security requirements.
MAGG’s projects include upscale hotels, luxury resorts, family motels, cruise ships,
chartered yachts, restaurants, casinos, executive apartments, hospitals, clinics,
and rehabilitation facilities. MAGG’s hospitality art specialists provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Consultation
Site Evaluation
Budget Formulation
Concept Development
Art Selection
Framing, Lighting, and Display Design
Commissioning of Artwork
Delivery
Installation
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Penthouse Suite Installation in Miami, photo: Simon Hare

FEATURED ARTISTS

A

BRISHAMI

A

HESSAM

Hessam's dynamic compositions, powerful expressions, and
vibrant colors have captured viewers around the world
with their amazing depth and unique intrigue. His works
are greatly influenced by his dramatic life experiences and
the warm acceptance he has received from the world at
large.

B

A. Pacific Coast, 30X40 in, Acrylic on canvas
B. Summer Breeze, 30X40 in, Acrylic on
canvas
C. Saint Tropez Afternoon, 48X36 in, Acrylic
on canvas

C

L

EAGUE
JEFF

Most of League’s pieces are composed from multiple sheets of Polaroid film, each
individually processed, positioned, and transferred, rendering every finished work an
original. While still wet, he selectively scrapes and scratches the emulsion, blending
colors and images together and using the texture of the paper to create a distressed
surface. Each piece is entirely created by hand; no computers are used in this work.

D
A

B

A. #3, 23X23 in, Watercolor, Photo Transfer and Encaustic
B. #15, 23X23 in, Watercolor, Photo Transfer and Encaustic
C. #12, 23X23 in, Watercolor, Photo Transfer and Encaustic
D. Cherry Blossoms, 42X72 in, Watercolor, Photo Transfer and Encaustic

C
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R

OSSETTI
TOM

A

Rossetti is classically trained and has developed
into an Abstract Expressionist. Rossetti states “I
love the freedom of expressing emotions as I
paint. However, most of the time I let the paint
itself direct the mood and composition of my
canvases.”

C

B

A. Morning Meadow, 48X60 in, Acrylic on Canvas
B. Rain on the Marsh, 48X60 in, Acrylic on Canvas
C. Sunset Series, 48X60 in, Acrylic on Canvas

K

ITCHENS
JAMES

Using pigments on loan from the
Earth and manipulated only enough
to mate with bare copper, Kitchens’
sculptures are as much alchemy as
artwork. The copper body of the
piece was birthed at purifying temperatures we would not survive. There is
force, application, examination, fusion
and kinetic communication in James’
diligent pursuit of his work. An expert
in patina and pigment, he carefully
tested and chose from a planet’s
worth of colors to find the ones best
suited for this expression.

A. Zen Moon, 42X42 in,
Copper Relief
B. Karma Wheel, 42X42 in,
Copper Relief
C. Reincarnation, 42X66 in,
Copper Relief

A

B

C

G

OMEZ
PERALTA
ISMAEL

Gomez Peralta’s work gives the viewer a rare glimpse into Cuba’s most famous
city, Havana. The dark palette and beautiful architectural lines create mysterious and compelling compositions.

A. New Mi Remanzo, 42X105 in, Oil on Canvas
B. Ciudad en Espiritu, 42X105 in, Oil on Canvas

B
A

B

Hirschman’s art is filled with emotion; whether it is joy, sorrow or his sense of
humor, which is impossible to miss. Hirschman’s sculptures connect with
people on an emotional and intellectual level. His love of science and
fascination with time, space, and human nature are also represented in
his art.

A

H

IRSCHMAN
ARI

A. Here they come, 3’6”- 6’ in hight, Bonded
Bronze and Steel
B. March, 18X18X10 in, Bonded Bronze and
Steel
C. Jerod, Ari, Tom (detail), 2.5”X5’6”X 7 in,
Bonded Bronze and Steel

B

C

G

A

ODOY
ALBERTO

Born in Cuba in 1960, painter Alberto Godoy fled the
oppression of his native country in 1980. He brought
with him to the United States vivid memories of his
Caribbean homeland - which are reflected in his bold,
colorful, warm-hued, and exotic images.
Godoy’s pieces are also available as Limited Edition
Prints.

A. The Wind, 30X40 in, Oil on Canvas
B. Anochecer en el Bohio, 40X60 in, Oil on
Canvas
C. The Chef, 36X48 in, Oil on Canvas
D. En la Playa, 36X48 in, Oil on Canvas

B

C

D

M

AHALLATI
GOLI

Goli Mahallati’s paintings are a zone where reality and dream, color and form
are suspended. They are poetic expressions that transcend the object and
become icon of sensory impressions. Her paintings communicate a sense of
subjective relations to a world whose many faces of tragedy, joy, insecurity and
love are coalesced into one.

A

B

C

A. Spring is here, 36x12 in, Acrylic on canvas
B. Birds will sing, 45X36 in, Acrylic on Canvas
C. Joy of Moment, 16X16 in, Acrylic on Canvas
D. Forgotten Dream, 24X30 in, Acrylic on Canvas

D
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PRINTS & PHOTOGRAPHS

P

RINTS

Miami Art Group Gallery offers a variety of open and limited edition prints that are distinctive and
appealing. MAGG has focused on building exclusive relationships with artists to bring its clients art
prints that are not available anywhere else in the industry. Each print can be created in a custom
size and quantities. MAGG has over 2,500 available prints to choose from.

The above images have been reproduced courtesy of
Editions Limited, Canadian Art prints and Wynn Devon.

miamiartgroup.com / 305.576.2633
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P

HOTOGRAPHY

Miami Art Group Gallery exclusively works with many talented photographers to offer a wide variety of photographic prints to
choose from. Whether the subject is textures, botanicals, landscapes, figurative or architectural, Miami Art Group Gallery has it
available. Each photograph is custom sized for each project and can be produced in multiple quantities.

S

ERVICES

Miami Art Group Gallery acts as a partner–an efficient, dependable,
one-stop source–for both world class art and professional support services. MAGG shares an absolute commitment to client satisfaction and
worry-free project completion.

Jeff League gallery installation
courtesy of Jeff League/ Millennia Gallery

COMMISSIONED WORKS
With unparalleled client satisfaction, MAGG’s Commissioned Art Division is the definitive choice for quality custom
artwork. MAGG has the experience and talent to accurately define the image and to identify the artist best suited to
create the work. MAGG has working relationships with dozens of the most reputable and respected artists enabling
MAGG to find the match for every project.
ART CONSULTING
With years of leadership in the international art trade, Miami Art Group Gallery is intimately familiar with the nuances
of client taste. MAGG’s art consultants have a finely-honed sense of what people want and what people love.
WORLDWIDE SHIPPING
Experienced MAGG staff will carefully oversee packing and shipment of each work of art using specialized materials. MAGG can arrange and obtain insurance, accommodate special delivery requests, and ship anywhere in the
world via major freight carriers.

Cover Image: Jeff League, Seasonal Migration, 36x80 in, Watercolor, Photo Transfer and Encaustic

Sarah Lord, Pool of Thought (detail), 39X53 in, Pigmentation on Cork
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